commercial. Can these material motives underlying the crusader rhetoric possibly be traced in the apse murals? Three Latin merchants, residents of Famagusta, are notably represented among a group of five supplicant donors in a *sita* panel on the southeast bay of the apse (fig. 7). They are portrayed on the same painting layer as the ideologically charged image of Saint Helena. Their spiritual concerns can be read in their representation as supplicants. But their underlying material concerns should, at present, remain a matter of speculation given the lack of additional evidence.

Regardless of any material motives, what is of the essence is that the image of Saint Helena holding the orb as an implement of power and echoing her particular crusader portrayal in Jerusalem adroitly embodied the newly asserted crusader authority of the kingdom of Cyprus in the fourteenth century. The subly manipulated images in the sanctuary were, most notably, in accord with the crusader aspirations and political ambitions of Hugh IV and his successor Peter I. On the whole, this sophisticated, though episodic, apse decoration of the Carmelite church links this mendicant order’s mission, and its ideas about piety and power to the ideology of the fourteenth century crusades.

The monuments of Famagusta have received much more attention in recent years than in the entire century separating us from Camille Enlart’s pioneering work on Gothic Art and the Renaissance in Cyprus, published in 1899. In my opinion, the slow formation of an art-historical debate in and about Cyprus in general and the practical difficulties connected to the awkward political situation on the island does not sufficiently explain this long-standing lack of interest. Indeed, Famagusta was well known and acknowledged as a necessary stop for tourists at least until the dramatic events of 1963 and 1974: the *Guide Bleu de la Méditerranée orientale*, for example, recommended in 1953 a visit to the town because of its impressive Gothic cathedral and the “curious” mural paintings preserved in its churches. In this way, cultured travellers going on a Mediterranean cruise were encouraged to view this town as a stopout of Western Europe in the picturesque Levant. This attitude can be interpreted as a direct corollary of Count Mas Latrie’s and Enlart’s reading of Famagustan art as an unquestionable testimony to the fluidity of French culture in this part of the world.  

---


Architectural evidence functioned as the major argument to confirm the theory of Famagusta’s “Frenchness”. The imposing appearance of the town cathedral of Saint Nicholas was considered a self-evident demonstration of this assumption. The presence of murals was undoubtedly more controversial, especially because contemporary scholarship was accustomed to think that French Gothic churches were not decorated with frescoes—essentially because only a few remnants had survived the sixteenth-century religious wars, the Counterreformation, and the destruction caused by the French Revolution. Given the lack of useful comparanda from France it was safer to link such frescoes with Italy, where mural painting was much more widespread: this enabled Enlart and his readers to rule out any possible association with the Byzantine tradition, which would have been interpreted as an unnatural hybridization. For Enlart it was confirmed that styles, perceived as integral manifestations of a people’s innate spirit, could not combine with each other, except in moments of irreversible cultural decadence. Any such phenomena were not worthy of consideration, given that they constituted proof of the passive imitation of both old-fashioned models and other peoples’ forms. The outcome was the making of absurd and “barratized” works, unworthy of scientific attention.⁴

Notwithstanding Enlart’s arguments, it was evident that the Famagusta murals could hardly be interpreted in traditional stylistic terms. Greek scholars occasionally made efforts to claim them as belonging to the Byzantine artistic tradition by singling out the works displaying the most easily recognizable Palaiologan elements: Georgios Sotiriou published a detail from the Passion cycle in Saint George of the Greeks, labelled in the corresponding caption as a “typical” example of fourteenth-century Byzantine painting, although with some Italian influence; while Athanasios Papa-georgious laid special emphasis on the “Byzantiness” of the Gospel scenes decorating the upper walls of Saint Anne’s, without commenting, however, on the peculiar choice of saints in the lower portions of the same walls.⁵

Contemporary scholars, including myself, have become accustomed to mistrusting stylistic analysis because of its subjective, often naive character, which has been the object of much criticism in the last two decades. We have basically shifted our focus from the intrinsic, “epiphenomenal” peculiarities of artworks, and more specifically of images, to their functions, symbolic and material power, and visual efficaciousness. In addition, we have frequently renounced the concept of examination of style as a valid artistic medium, capable of transmitting meaning and mediating the beholders’ emotional and visual response. Indeed, the use of style by artists and their patrons in such a composite and multilayered context as Famagusta should not be regarded as mere visual evidence mirroring the cultural attitudes of specific artists or donors, but rather as a communication strategy, aiming at satisfying the visual needs of different human groups and at conveying associations with symbolic patterns of self-representation not only in religious-cultural, but also in social terms to a considerable extent.

To state things plainly, art historians have frequently tended to project their own visual repertory of forms onto the extant wall decorations of Famagusta and to look at them as simple imports from a variety of different artistic traditions, without working out a more global, and dynamic, vision of the very particular cultural context serving as a background to their invention and shaping. I myself had a somewhat similar experience upon my first encounter with the enigmatic fresco depicting Mary Magdalene and an angel holding the mantle of a now vanished figure in the so-called Nestorian church, known in Greek as Agios Georgios Exorinos (Fig. 1). This mural was quoted by Enlart as one of the most evident examples of fourteenth-century Gothic painting in Cyprus, being best paralleled, in his view, by contemporary Sieneese frescoes, including those decorating the palace of the Popes in Avignon. It was the only painting in the church to be sketched in colour by the French scholar and to be reproduced in his 1899 book.⁶

The deep blue or ultramarine background, the compositional structure as a tripartite mural relatable, the frame inhabited by vegetal ornaments and quadrilobes including coats-of-arms, as well as the iconography (Mary’s long, unveiled hair, the angel holding the mantle, etc.) are indeed much in keeping with fourteenth-century Italian art, to such an extent that one could easily attribute the authorship to an immigrant painter from the Italian peninsula. This was the view that I expressed with some reservations in my preliminary study of the Nestorian church in 2006, arguing that the work corresponded rather strictly to central Italian patterns of mural decoration during the first half of the Trecento.⁷

But my view was to some extent too categorical. There were in fact some Morellian features (minimal details in the rendering of body-parts and physiognomic devices) which could be interpreted in somewhat contrary ways, depending on whether they were perceived from an Italian or a Byzantine viewpoint. The rendering of the round-shaped earlobes, so evident in the figure of Mary Magdalene (Fig. 2), is usually interpreted in Italian scholarship as a clue to an early date within the 14th century, given that it is associated with formulas commonplace in the thirteenth-century “manierra greca”, an artistic trend characterised by the imitation of Byzantine models. Since it is traditionally assumed that Trecento art, inaugurated by Giotto’s innovations, must be
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⁴ Enlart, Gothic Art, 69, 509.
read in evolutionary terms as a progressive abandoning of all persisting Byzantinizing elements, the presence of Mary’s peculiarly rendered earlobe in the Famagusta fresco should be interpreted as a hint to its early date, let us say in the 1310s or 1320s at the very latest.

This, however, is in contradiction with another and much more fundamental iconographic issue. Mary Magdalene’s long and uncovered hair is a rare scheme occurring only sporadically in some later works, such as Paolo Veneziano’s mid-fourteenth-century polyptych in Piran and Cecco di Pietro’s late fourteenth-century altarpiece in Pisa—where, incidentally, it should be observed that both the latter works were produced in very specific contexts, where connections with the Byzantine tradition were much more evident than elsewhere in contemporary Italy. One may add that the most evident Gothic features in this image apparently point to a later date: the intensity of the ultramarine blue, the use of soft colour tones in the vestments, and the delicate pose of the mantle-holding angel are much more in keeping with the artistic trends of the second half of the 14th century. And yet there are some other details which prove to be rather at odds with Italian practice of the same period. The ornamental frame (Fig. 4), perceived in Italy as a fundamental component of church décor, is here rather inaccurately rendered: the painter did not really take the trouble to outline the quadrilobes according to precise geometric patterns, nor did he pay particular attention to the shape of the foliate motifs.

Indeed, the work looks “Italianate” only if we look at it superficially and by separating it from its material context. The mural takes up a large portion of the wall surface in the first bay of the right aisle, in a very prominent position between the two lower windows. Both bays were originally densely covered with frescoes, as is indicated by the many remnants of painting scattered everywhere in this part of the church. Above the Gothic mural, in the upper portion of the wall, a Passion cycle was probably represented: in the upper row to the right it is still possible to discern the dynamic pose of a flagellant from the Flagellation scene (Fig. 5). The presence of this motif makes it plausible to assume that such scenes as, for instance, the Way to Calvary, the Crucifixion and the Lamentation were displayed nearby. Below the Flagellation is represented a monumental figure of Saint Michael: it is a well-known fact that such colossal representations of the archstrategos of the celestial army were usually located in Byzantine churches close to doors for apotropaic reasons. This is also the case here, even if the archangel is separated from the entrance on the western side by a small portion of wall decorated with two saints: a holy monk and the Egyptian martyr Menas, represented according to Byzantine conventions in orans pose with the bust of the Pantokrator included in a medallion on his chest (Fig. 6).
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10 E. Pedrocchi, Paolo Veneziano (Milan: A. Maioli, 2003), pp.196–197; E. Carlo, Pittura pisana del Trecento. La seconda metà del secolo (Milan: Murselli, 1961), p. 88, Fig. 156.
Figure 2. Mary Magdalene – Michele Bacci

Figure 3. Angel Holding the Edge of a Mantle – Michele Bacci
Figure 4. Frame with Foliate Motifs, Quadrifolios and Coats of Arms of the Embriaco-Gheleto Family - Michele Bacci

Figure 5. Flagellation, Remnant of a Flagellation Scene - Michele Bacci

Figure 6. Saint Monica and Holy Monks - Michele Bacci
The appearance of this latter figure, with its thin body and rounded head, its delicate colouring, soft modelling and physiognomic accuracy, betrays a very close knowledge of contemporary Palaiologan painting. Scholars have observed that the Palaiologan trends were first introduced into Latin-ruled Cyprus during the 1360s, but the technical skills of the author of this image are unparalleled in the island. Much the same quality can be detected in some extant frescoes in the Carmelite church (cf. the outstanding figure of Saint Nicholas in Latin garb on the north wall) and even more in the nearby Benedictine church of Saint Anne’s. The best comparanda to the Menas figure in the Neoritist church are encountered in some mural decorations from the 1380s and 1390s from the southern Balkans, where a number of artists from Thessaloniki gave shape to a more distinctive classicizing trend, known in scholarship as the “Moravia” school. A comparison with the image of Saint Theodore Stratilates in the frescoes of Metropolitan Jovan in Saint Andrew’s church on the river Treska near Skopje, dating from ca. 1380, bears witness to such connections: we can recognize analogous bodily proportions, a similar palette, a comparable treatment of the hair and facial features, as well as the same modelling effects, obtained by the broad application of greenish shades on a light ochre preparatory surface.

If one now scrutinizes the image of Mary Magdalene (Fig. 2) on the nearby wall with some attention, it is not difficult to observe that, notwithstanding its iconographic peculiarities, its technical and stylistic qualities are in keeping with the nearby Palaiologan frescoes. Not unlike Menas and the archangel Michael, Mary is characterized by fleshy lips, prominent cheekbones, hair rendered by means of thin brushstrokes (alternating dark brown, light brown and white tones), and a definitely round-shaped head. Moreover, the overall greenish appearance of her face indicates that painters made use of the same modelling technique, consisting—unlike the Italian chiaroscuro—of light green shades applied on an ochre propilemos. Finally, it must be emphasized that no break is detectable in the pictorial surface between the border of the mural panel with Mary Magdalene and the nearby green-painted plaster separating it from the image of the archangel Michael. All these clues make it far more plausible than plausible that the author was the same very qualified and skilful Palaiologan painter who was responsible
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not only for all other extant murals in the south nave but for many more frescoes in other town churches.

It is worth stressing that the work was initially meant to decorate a church officiated by a Syriac-rite group in Famagusta. We know that many Arab Christians had fled their native towns in the wake of the Mamluke conquest of the last Latin stronghold on the Lebanese coast in the 1280s and 1290s. In my previous work on the church I pointed out that the iconographic themes selected to embellish the building rule out any possibility of Nestorian affiliation: the visual evocation of the Immaculate Conception through a rather unique image of Saint Anne Selbdriti on the north wall of the narthex makes this possibility thoroughly unrealistic.14 The theological principle underlying this unique representation, displaying both Mary and her mother standing in the orans pose, with Christ in a medallion on the Virgin’s chest, would be clearly at odds with Nestorian Mariology and would also hardly be acceptable for either Orthodox or Miaphysite viewers. At the same time, the association with a Syriac-rite community is obviously pointed to by the elaborate tituli in vertical Estrangela writing accompanying the representations of the saints. Writing was used in the painted decorations of Famagustan churches to publicly manifest the liturgical characteristics of the community officiating in each building; accordingly, we find Greek in the Metropolitan church of Saint George, Latin in Saint Anne’s and Our Lady of Carmel, Armenian in the tiny church close to the Carmelite one, and Syriac in St George Exortinos.

A number of clues enable us to gain a sense of the original denomination of the latter church. Style certainly contributes to our appreciation of the community’s association with the Syro-Lebanese coast, which constituted an autonomous political entity under Crusader rule—known as the County of Tripoli—between 1109 and 1289. In the south-west corner of the narthex, a mural panel displaying two female saints and a row of another three figures accompanied by Estrangela inscriptions (Fig. 7) displays the strongly linear rendering of facial features and folds that is typical of Arab Christian painting in the County of Tripoli and can be compared more specifically to the mid-thirteenth-century cycles in Mar Tedros at Bahdeidar and Mar Charbel in Ma‘dī.15 The Lebanese connection seems to be confirmed by the presence of architectural features (such as the originally single- nave plan with simple groined vaults, elbow-columns, and alternately red and white limestone used to create chromatic effects) paralleled in buildings of the Crusader era in the same area.16 In any case, the pictorial style is all the more important for its implications: firstly, the Famagustan fresco represents the latest testimony to this specifically Arab Christian trend, which disappears in the Lebanon after the Mamluke conquest of the last Latin strongholds in the 1280s and the final fall of Acre in 1291.17 Secondly, this feature makes it plausible that its author was a refugee from the Syrian coast, working around 1300 for a Syriac-rite community that had recently settled in Famagusta. This is a meaningful testimony to the activity of immigrant artists in Cyprus and can be associated with the spreading of “Syriac” formulas in late 13th century artistic styles, known in scholarship as the “maniéra cypriote”18. Iconography seems to corroborate this hypothesis. One of the three figures on the east wall, holding a medallion with the crowned Christ, is easily recognizable as Paraskeve, the female martyr personifying the Holy Friday; the Syriac inscription rab[i]... “Friday”, confirms this identification. Paraskeve’s worship was deeply rooted in the traditions of the local Greek population, but her cult was also appropriated by the other communities settled on the island, including the Latins: her figure, holding an icon of the Aksa Tapetinosis, was once visible in a now vanished fourteenth-century mural in the Carmelite church, documented by one of Enlart’s photographs.19 Conversely, the bearded monk represented on her left was otherwise quite unknown in Cyprus. The Estrangela inscription accompanying this figure reveals his identity as “Mar Nuhras”, an obscure early Christian martyr said to be of Persian origin and worshipped exclusively in the predominantly Maronite districts of Jubail and Batroun, in present-day Lebanon.20 Nuhras or Noira is the Syriac term for “light”, and it is hardly surprising that this figure is still worshipped to this day as the particular protector against eye diseases. An old church, which includes remains of a Roman temple and medieval structures, in the village of Smar Jubail near Batroun is said to mark the place where he was beheaded, and a water drawn from a nearby well is said to have healing power.21 A number of churches dedicated to him are scattered in the same area, including some within the town of Jubail. Even if his worship seems to have been shared across various Christian denominations, it was certainly well known to the local population.

17 For general assessments of medieval Lebanese mural painting cf. E. Crolshank Dodds, Medieval Painting in the Lebanon (Winchendon: Hartcourt, 2004); N. Hildes, Le fresque (II) dans les anciennes églises du Liban. Régions de Jubail et Batroun (Mansoura: Alpheta, 2007); Inamuredd, Identity Puzzles.
20 I am indebted to Prof. Sebastian Brock (Oxford) for deciphering the Estrangela inscription.
offices for the spiritual well-being of the dead. The two orans Mothers are flanked by six scenes belonging to the cycle of the Infancy of the Mother of God, and ending with the Presentation of Mary to the Temple in the last panel to the right. Similar programs occur in both Byzantine and Italian *Vita*-icons and triptychs, in association with the Madonna and Child but never with Saint Anne. The Virgin’s Presentation, both as an iconographic theme and a liturgical celebration, was well rooted in Byzantine tradition and had been appropriated by the Latin church of Cyprus: in 1372–3 Philippe de Mézières tried to convince the Papal court to institutionalize this solemnity in the whole Western church and composed a specific liturgical drama, possibly inspired by analogous usages witnessed in the island.

The mural relatable was integrated into a wider program associated with the decoration of the undernarth *arcosolium*, a Gothizing structure which must have been added to the original narthex in the 1360s or 1370s, when the church was enlarged (Fig. 9). The decoration, which involved the burial niche as well as the nearby portions of wall, must have been carried out somewhat later. A crowned figure, possibly King David (Fig. 10), appears on the intrados of the *arcosolium*, the sculpted frame of which was painted with blue and red bands to an equal amount. Above, the spandrels were decorated with a representation of the Annunciation, whose left element, the archangel Gabriel, is still visible (Fig. 11). Further to the left, the wall was occupied by a large image of the Virgin Orans holding Christ at her breast, flanked by half-length angels (Fig. 12). The Palaiologan elements still detectable in these badly preserved murafts and their chromatic palette make it plausible that they were executed by the same hand as that responsible for the paintings in the south aisle.
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36 Cf. an early 14th century Byzantine triptych on Mount Sinai: D. Moustaki, “*Eikonos apo ton 12’ ton ton 15’ astro*,” in *Sina, Ηιερα Μονας στην Αθηνα, Τα Ιστορικά, Αρχαιολογικά και Ιστορικά Παραδείγματα*, ed. K. A. Manafis (Athens, 1990), 101–125, esp. 112. An outstanding Italian example is the majestic panel from the church of San Martino in Pisa, dating from ca. 1270: see M. Baresi and A. Cadex, eds., *Gimbalu a Pisa. La pittura pisana del Ducento al Quattrocento* (Pisa, Museo nazionale di San Martino [Pisa, 2005], 157–159 no. 31.


39 A much later date (end of the 15th or beginning of the 16th century) has been proposed by J. A. Eludes, “Cyprus Painting and Its Affinity with Italian Art during the Frankish and Venetian Rule: 1391–1571,” in *Thessabio/Madonna: exhibition catalogue*, Hellenic Bank, Nicosia, 1–31 July 2005 (Nicosia: Pafitis Foundation, 2005), 24–37. This author seems to advocate that the St Anne *Selbdrit*, interpreted as a distinctly Italianate theme, must have reached Cyprus during the Venetian period, even if the rendition of the iconographic theme can hardly be said to mirror Italian conventions (according to which Anne is regularly shown enthroned, holding Mary on her lap).

Arcooelia and *pro anima* chapels in Famagusta tended frequently to be decorated with murals. Besides the already mentioned case of the image of Saint Catherine in Our Lady of Carmel, one can cite the wall niche in Saint Anne’s, where the embellishment with an Ascension scene clearly manifests its dead donor’s belief in Christ’s Resurrection as a preliminary condition to each rightful believer’s access to Paradise. In both Saint Anne’s and the Carmelite church such wall niches associated with the burial of their patrons and/or the performance of votive masses and anniversaries for their souls’ sake were built into the westernmost part of the nave, according to Latin patterns of church decoration. In St George Exorinos an analogous structure (yet somewhat lower) was included in the narthex, i.e. in the antechamber located before the *narthex*. Burial within the church is a practice rarely found in Eastern Christianity, but a notable exception is represented by a relatively well-documented Maronite building, the church of Mar Charbel at Ma‘ād, near Jubai. In the narthex of this building a marble structure is still preserved which may have originally been the tomb of a Frankish donor who, according to one source, was a baker (or perhaps bore the French name “Bou-"

langer”) and gave his money for the refurbishment of the church roof. This monument evidently served as the burial site for the whole family, given that the same text explains that it was used also for his daughter Anna.

We can imagine that something similar occurred in the case of St George Exorinos. A private donor obtained a privileged burial site in the porch for his/her family in exchange for his/her charity and concessions to the church clergy; this might have taken the form of some financial support of the new architectural works. The figurative program around the tomb, including three Marian themes (*Virgin Orans, Annunciation*, and *St Anne Selbdrit* or IMmaculate Conception) indicates that this donor was a devout worshipper of the Virgin Mary and that he/she shared in contemporary Latin devotional trends, even if this does not actually imply that he/she was a Westerner by birth and culture. Yet, the odd juxtaposition of semantically close images in a limited space can be explained only as the outcome of a private donor’s specific religious orientations, rather than as an autonomous choice of the priests who administered the church.

In comparison with the relatively coherent programs decorating the Greek Orthodox churches of Cyprus, the rather chaotic sequences of iconic and narrative frescoes on the walls of St George Exorinos is much more in keeping with the almost spontaneous and incongruent votive and *pro anima* murals characterizing many contemporary Latin churches. Not unlike the erection of side-altars and tombs in church interiors, the making of isolated images of saints was perceived by the laypeople as a powerful means both to manifest one’s dedication to God and to keep the officiating clergy mindful of their liturgical obligations to perform masses for the sake of the indi-

36 Bacci, “Praxis arsieria,” 904.

viduals’ souls. Regardless of confessional distinctions, Latins were not averse to making gifts to non-Latin ecclesiastical institutions if the latter enjoyed a widespread reputation of sanctity: such practice is well documented in both the County of Tripoli and Cyprus. Most frequently, a number of visual indicators of the donors’ corporate or individual identity (such as portraits, inscriptions or coats-of-arms) were included in the painted orials and publicly exhibited as integral part of the church décor. This leads us back to our starting point, the mysterious mural triptych with Mary Magdalene.

As already mentioned, the upper frame of this image displays foliate motifs and quadrilobes including coats-of-arms (Fig. 4), an Italicate set of themes which must have been widespread in Famagusta, given that it was also reproduced in the abovementioned image of the Baptist within the Armenian church. It was originally meant to display the insignia (an eight-pointed star) borne by members of the Embriaco-Gibelet family, the former Genoese lords of Jubaill, who emigrated to Cyprus after the fall of their fief between 1289 and 1299 and survived on their Cypriot properties until 1570. A number of Arab Christians fled to the island with them and maintained close relations with their former lords; this enabled them to claim Genoese nationality and consequently to enjoy a number of fiscal and juridical advantages. Because of this special status they were called “White Genoese”, so as not to be confused with stricto sensu Genoese citizens. The unusual mural in the south aisle (Figs 1–4) bears witness to these ongoing connections and implies that the decoration of the whole room, made by sophisticated Palaiologan masters, was financially supported by members of the Gibelet family, who wanted their charitable act to be publicly commemorated by the integration of a votive mural in the sequence of saints figures occupying the lower portion of the walls.

In order to manifest their devotional orientations the members of the family asked Byzantine artists to imitate the compositional, iconographic and stylistic characteristics of a contemporary Italian “pro anima” fresco, possibly one which was to be seen in one of Famagusta’s Latin churches. The very peculiar context in which the image was displayed prevents us from imagining that the reproduction of such “epiphenomenal” elements were intended as the overt visual manifestation of the Gibelets’ sense of belonging to Italian culture and tradition. Rather, what we are faced with here is a very special case: such “Italianate” forms are being selected as they are felt to give expression to individual devotion in more familiar and efficacious terms than would have been possible by relying on the traditional Byzantine repertory. The Latins had no difficulties in employing the latter conventions when it came to illustrating the Gospel narrates, as is demonstrated by the Flagellation fragment (Fig. 5) and even more by the cycle in Saint Anne’s sponsored in the same period by the Genoese Corrado Tarigo—which is probably another work of the same Palaiologan artists.

In St George Exorcist the Latin patrons aimed at displaying themes strongly associated with contemporary Italian patterns of devotion. Representing Mary Magdalene with long, uncovered hair (Fig. 2) added dramatic intensity to a figure who in Eastern Christian art was never represented alone; it hinted most clearly at her role as a former prostitute and penitent (due to the Western conflation of the identities of Mary of Magdala, Mary of Bethania, and the anonymous woman of Luke 7:36–50) and functioned as a reminder of the redemption which could be attained by all sinners. She was, however, a side-figure, her function being to reinforce the devotional meaning of the central composition, which is now represented only by a small, and definitely Gothicizing angel holding the edge of a mantle (Fig. 3). Such a detail was usually associated in Italian art with representations of the so-called Virgin of Mercy, in which the Madonna is displayed extending her mantle over a more or less wide group or community. This theme was especially widespread in Venetian art and by the late 14th century had reached Venetian-ruled Crete, as is revealed by a stylistically mixed mural painting in the church at Sklavochorit. It became especially successful as it was regarded as an efficacious visual means to manifest a whole community’s act of self-dedication to Mary during especially dangerous or calamitous times, such as sieges and pestilences. It is therefore hardly surprising to find that the worship of the Virgin of Mercy is first witnessed in Famagusta in 1348, the year of the terrible Black Death: a document states that a church dedicated to her was erected outside the town walls during the Plague, and another specifies that it was erected in just one day, as was usual with votive churches. Furthermore, there is archival evidence that the church was perceived in the following years as shrine available to be shared by a range of different confessional groups. It received many testamentary bequests and, in 1363, when a new wave of pestilence struck the whole Mediterranean area, it was concurrently officiated by both Latin and Greek priests. It housed an icon which was most clearly perceived as a kind of palladium or common symbol, worshipped by all the Famagustan communities in situations of extraordinary peril: Pietro Valderio recounts how the image of the Virgin of Mercy

41 The fundamental study is that of Chr. Belting-Hm., Sub utriusque. Untersuchungen zur Verehrung der Schutzmantelmadonna (Heidelberg: Heldbrunner Akademie der Wissenschaften, 1976).
was carried in procession during the terrible Ottoman siege of 1570–1. It can be reasonably argued that, given the widespread worship for this miraculous icon, the theme of the Virgin of Mercy was familiar to all Christian denominations living in Famagusta. Its reproduction in the Gibelet family’s “pro anima” mural in St George Exorinos makes plausible the idea that its patrons aimed at publicly manifesting their devotion or even their peculiar gratitude to the miracle-working Madonna. Likely enough, both the former lords and their former Arab Christian subjects attributed their survival during the different waves of pestilence to her heavenly mediation.

To sum up, the images painted in the Syriac church of Famagusta can hardly be interpreted as expressions of a sharply defined collective identity. They certainly bear witness to the Maronite community’s tendency to lay visual emphasis on their liturgical tradition by displaying elaborate inscriptions in vertical Estrangela writing and by including in this case at least one saint exclusive to their place of origin. The odd St Anne Selbdrutt may have been adopted as a way to manifest the Maronites’ appropriation of distinctively Latin patterns of devotion, even if the choice of this theme was probably due to the initiative of the private donors buried in the ars vivendi underneath. These private donors were perhaps the same members of the Gibelet family responsible for the murals in the south aisle. Political affiliation with powerful lords seems to have played a much more decisive role in the artistic expression of group-identity: the private financing of portions of mural decoration enabled them to embellish their church and at the same time to promulgate their social prestige within the multilayered society of Famagusta. In this respect, style was not perceived as indissolubly bound to specific communities: the early fourteenth-century mural with Paraskve and Nuhra was made by an immigrant artist whose style evidently did not find any continuator, given that artists trained in the Byzantine tradition were charged with the making of the later layers of frescoes. Besides, Palaiologan painting could be reasonably perceived as a kind of luxury ornament, which was used by Greeks, Latins and Eastern Christians in Famagusta to visually promote their wellness and social prominence. On their part, Byzantine masters did not really worry about working for non-Orthodox patrons and made all possible efforts to accommodate the visual needs of the latter, even when they were requested to give shape to unusual themes and compositions, such as the uncommon mural triptych in St George Exorinos.

PILLARS AND PUNISHMENT: SPOLIA AND COLONIAL AUTHORITY IN VENETIAN FAMAGUSTA

Allan Langdale

Recent years have seen an increase in scholarship dealing with the Venetian empire and with the colonial towns and islands that Venice controlled through the Middle Ages and Early Modern period. Studying Venice’s protectorates beyond the confines of its lagoon furnishes a myriad of illuminating case studies where Venetian enterprises can be examined as prefigurative to later European colonial ventures. For a brief historical period, between 1489 and 1571, the Cypriot port of Famagusta was one of Venice’s most strategic and distant possessions. Despite this relatively brief, eighty-two-year tenure, the Venetians undertook dramatic modifications of the town’s rich architectural heritage and organized significant embodiments of venetianità (“Venetian-ness”), especially in the city’s mural defenses and in the city’s core, the piazza of the cathedral of St Nicholas, around which the various signifiers of Venetian hegemony were structured. A noteworthy vehicle of this process of colonial signification and the articulation of Venetian authority in this and other locations was the utilization of spolia: reused architectural fragments, in this specific case from the ancient Greco-Roman city of Salamis, the ruins of which lie just six kilometers north of Famagusta.

The Venetians were by no means exceptional in their redeployment of “historical” architectural and sculptural fragments to embody ideological concepts. Many civilizations before them, and since, used remnants of subjugated or inherited cultures to develop iconographies of conquest or to visually supplement historiographic mythol-
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2 For a survey of the general visual culture of Venetian Cyprus, see the exhibition catalogue Cyprus: Jaded in the Crown of Venice (Nicosia: Leventis, 2003).